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Assembly Democrats Respond to Release of John Doe Documents 
 

MADISON—In the aftermath of an investigative journalism report from The Guardian released 

this morning, Assembly Democrats responded to the shocking and explosive documents the 

newspaper uncovered. The report raises serious questions regarding whether Gov. Walker was 

partaking in pay-to-play politics and illegally coordinating with corporations and special interests 

to raise funds for the Club for Growth. Following the press conference, Assembly Democratic 

leaders Peter Barca (D-Kenosha) and Katrina Shankland (D-Stevens Point) released the 

following statement: 

 

“This explosive investigative piece brings to light the incredibly questionable behavior by the 

governor and the Republican legislature,” Rep. Barca said. “Because Scott Walker asked, the era 

of clean and open government is over. Now we know why the Republicans worked so mightily 

to keep these documents from the public. Now we know why the Republicans have been passing 

legislation to keep their jobs instead of serving the people of Wisconsin. Now we know why 

Wisconsin has some of the worst campaign finance laws in the country. Because Scott Walker 

asked.   

 

“Democrats have been pushing back against this contemptable assault on our democracy by the 

governor and legislative Republicans. We need to continue to tirelessly fight to bring 

transparency and openness back to Wisconsin, especially in light of the air of corruption 

surrounding the Capitol,” said Barca.   

 

Rep. Shankland added, “Today’s report from The Guardian brings into serious question the 

integrity and character of Scott Walker and those legislative Republicans who knew of these 

troubling allegations while they were unfolding. In Walker’s Wisconsin, money speaks. Our 

democracy hinges on our ability to maintain transparency and serve the people’s interests, yet the 

allegations revealed today point to bills going to the highest bidder in Walker’s Wisconsin. The 

report released this morning leaves us with more questions than answers. 

 

“According to the report, millions of dollars were funneled to the shadowy Club for Growth at 

Walker’s request. Who knew? Did Republican legislators know about it when they voted to 

exempt themselves from John Doe investigations, blast open the doors to corporate campaign 

donors, and neuter the nonpartisan government watchdog into a partisan lapdog? The appearance 

of quid-pro-quo corruption and illegal coordination between the governor and corporate interest 

groups is extremely damning and deserves further scrutiny. Assembly Democrats will continue to 

fight for clean and transparent government and speak out against Republican efforts to rig the rules 

to keep their jobs,” Shankland concluded.  


